In this paper, the concept of soft interval is given and an example for soft Scott topology is illustrated by using the soft intervals. A tabular form for all soft closed intervals is presented. Then soft order topology is introduced and some application of it are expressed. Also we show that, the Soft Scott Topology and Soft Order Topology do not have to be same even on the same soft set.
Introduction
Molodtsov [19] introduced soft set theory in 1999. Soft set theory is a new approach for modeling the problems in physics, economics, engineering, computer science, medical science and social science by dealing with uncertainties. Maji et. al improve the soft set theory [17] by defining many operators for the soft sets and they also defined fuzzy soft sets [16] and established some results on them. Çağman et.al. [7] gave a matrix representation of soft sets and using this representations made soft set have a rich computer application potential. Recently, the properties and applications on the soft set theory [1] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [23] , [21] and the fuzzy soft set theory [16] , [4] , [26] , [9] , [25] , [5] have been studied increasingly. Babitha and Sunil [2] defined soft set relation and [3] ordering on soft sets. Moreover, Park et. al [22] studied the equivalence relations, partitions and functions. The notions of antireflexive kernel, symmetric kernel, reflexive clousure and symmetric clousure of a soft set relation were introduced by Yang and Guo [30] and they proposed soft set relation mappings and inverse soft set relation mappings. The definition of infimum and supremum of the soft set, directed and directed complete soft set were given by Tanay and Yaylalı [28] .
While soft topology was introduced by Çağman et. al [6] and structure of soft topology was improved by Roy and Samanta [23] , Shabir and Naz [27] defined soft topology in a different approach. Min [18] studied soft regular spaces; Husain and Ahmad [11] studied some new structures such as soft interior and soft boundary. Nazmul and Samanta [20] introduced soft neighborhood. Furthermore, some properties of soft Hausdorff spaces was studied by Varol and Aygün [29] and some new concepts in soft topological spaces was introduced by them. In addition to these, some concepts about soft topological spaces such as, soft interior point, soft continuity were introduced by Zorlutuna [32] . Soft Scott topology which is obtained by directed partially ordered soft set was introduce by Tanay and Yaylalı [28] . Using some definitions and results given in [28] , Sayed [24] established some characterization results for continuity of partially ordered soft sets by the embbed soft bases technique and soft sobrification via soft Scott topology.
In order to refresh the fundamental concepts of set theory using in this paper, we refer to [8] , [10] . In this study we prove some theorems about soft bases. At same time, the concept of soft interval and a tabular form for all soft closed intervals are given. An example for soft Scott topology is illustrated by using the soft intervals. Then soft order topology is introduced and some applications of the Soft Order Topology are expressed. Also we show that on the same soft set, the Soft Scott Topology and Soft Order Topology do not have to be same.
Preliminaries and basic definitions
Definition 2.1 [19] Let E be the set of parameters, U be an initial universe. Consider P(U) as a set of all subsets of U and A as a subset of E. A pair (F,A) is called a soft set over U where F : A → P(U) is a setvalued function.In an other words, the soft set is a parametrized family of subsets of the set U. For every e ∈ U, F(e) may be considered as a eapproximate elements of the soft set (F, A). [17] A soft set (F,A) over U is said to be a Null soft set denoted by Φ, if for every ε ∈ A, F(ε)=∅. Definition 2.3 [17] For two soft sets (F,A) and (G,B) over a common universe U we say that (F,A) is a soft subset of (G,B) if i)
Definition 2.2
A ⊆ B, and ii) ∀e∈A, F(e)⊆G(e).
We write (F, A) ⊆ (G, B).
Definition 2.4 [17]
Union of two soft sets of (F,A) and (G, B) over the common universe U is the soft set (H,C), where C=A∪B, and for each e∈C,
, if e ∈ A − B H(e) = G(e) , if e ∈ B − A F(e) ∪ G(e) , if e ∈ A ∩ B We write (F,A)∪(G,B)=(H,C). Definition 2.5 [17] Intersection of two soft sets (F,A) and (G,B) over a common universe U is the soft set (H,C), where C=A∩B, and for each e∈C, H(e)=F(e)∩G(e). We write (F,A)∩(G,B)=(H,C). Theorem 3.5 [23] Let β be a soft base for a soft topology on (F,A). Suppose ̃ consists of soft subset (G,B) of the soft set (F,A) for which corresponding to each e∈B and x∈G(e) there exists (H,C)∈β such that (H,C) ⊆(G,B) and x∈H(e), where C⊆B. Then ̃ is a soft topology on (F,A). Definition 3.6 [23] Suppose β is a soft base for a soft topology on (F,A). Then ̃, which is described in Theorem 3.5, is called the soft topology generated by β and β is called the soft base for ̃. Proof. We must show that ̃ is a basis. (F,A) ; we must show that the topology τ generated by C equals the topology τ. First, note that if (U,C) belong to τ and if U(c)∈(U,C), then there is y hypothesis an element (G,B) of ̃ such that U(c)∈(G,B)⊆(U,C). It follows that (U,C) belongs to the topology τ, then (W,B') equals a union of elements of ̃, by the Theorem 3.5. Since each element of C belongs to τ and τ is a topology. (W,B' ) also belongs to τ. 
(⇐) i Φ=∪ ∈∅ ( , ).
ii Since τ is a soft topology then (F,A)∈τ and by (2) (F,A)=∪ β.
iii
) and x∈H(e) where C⊂ 1 ∩ 2 .
Main Results

Soft Intervals
Definition 4.1 Let R be a soft set relation on a soft set (F,A). If for no a∈A, F(a) the soft set relation F(a)RF(a) hold, the soft set relation R is called nonreflexive. 
Definition 4.5 Suppose that (F,A) is a soft set having a simple order soft set relation ≺ and F(a) and F(b) be elements of (F,A) such that F(a)≺F(b).
Then we can define following four soft subsets of Example 4.7 Let U = {ℎ 1 , ℎ 2 , ℎ 3 , ℎ 4 , ℎ 5 , ℎ 6 } be the universe set and E = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 } be the parameter set. Lets define a soft set (F,E) such that
Consider a soft set relation on (F,E) defined by ≺= {F(e 3 )×F(e 1 ),
F(e 3 )×F(e 4 ), F(e 3 )×F(e 5 ), F(e 3 )×F(e 2 ), F(e 1 )×F(e 4 ), F(e 1 )×F(e 5 ), F(e 1 )×F(e 2 ), F(e 4 )×F(e 5 ), F(e 4 )×F(e 2 ),
F(e 5 )×F(e 2 )}. Soft set relation ≺ is comparable, nonreflexive, transitive so it is simple order soft set relation.
All soft closed intervals are as follows:
All these soft intervals are, soft sets and soft intervals can be expressed in the matrix form given in [7] as in Example 4.8. Since the matrix representations of soft sets are effective, the soft intervals are more functional with these matrix representations. Example 4.9 Let us consider the Example 4.7 and write them in the tabular form described above. Let
then the tabular representation of all soft closed intervals is following Definition 4.10 Let (F,A) be an simple ordered soft set with a soft set relation ≺ and F(a) be in (F,A) . Then there are four soft subsets of (F,A) which are called soft rays determined F(a). They are following: 
Soft Order Topology
In this section we will use notions of soft interval and soft base to construct the Soft Order Topology. Theorem 4.12 Let (F, A) be a soft set with a simple order soft set relation; assume that (F, A) has more then one element. Let ̃ be a collection of all soft subsets of (F, A) of the following types:
(1) Φ, Then the collection ̃ is a soft basis for a soft topology on (F, A).
If (F, A) has no least element, there is no soft set in type (3), and if (F, A) has no greatest element, there is no soft set in type (4).
Proof. Lets check ̃ satisfies the requirements for being a soft basis given in the Definition 3.4.
(1) Φ∈̃.
(2) Take e ∈ A and x ∈ F(e). By comparability there exists a soft interval (G,B), where x∈B⊆A and x∈G(e). B̃={∩ ∈ ( , )|J is a finite and for all j∈J, ( , )∈ } Theorem 4.18 Let (F,A) nonnull soft set and let ̃ be a collection of soft subsets of (F,A). Then there exists a soft topology on (F,A) which has as a subbase ̃.
Proof. Lets show that B̃={∩ ∈ ( , )|J is a finite and for all j∈J, ( , )∈̃} satisfies the conditions of being a soft base
. This is finite intersection of elements of ̃ so in B̃. Therefore B̃ is a soft base.
Theorem 4.19
Let (F,A) be a preorder soft set. Then the collection of all soft rays determined by elements of (F,A) is a soft subbasis for the soft order topology. In other words every basis element in the soft order topology is a finite soft intersection of soft rays.
Proof. Take any soft basis element (F(a),F(b) ) of a soft order topology. We can write; (F(a),F(b))=(F(a),*)∩( * ,F(b)).
So any soft basis element of a soft order topology can be written as a finite soft intersection of a soft rays. Therefore the collection of soft rays forms a soft subbase for the soft order topology. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we gave the definition of soft interval and introduced the soft order topology. Also we proved some results about soft base and soft subbase. Therefore, we obtained an illustration for Soft Scott Topology by using the soft intervals. Following this study, one can investigate these two soft topologies, Soft Scott Topology and Soft Order Topology, in the view of soft separation axioms.
